We ask a lot of our ears, and generally they do what they are designed to - transmitting variations in pressure to our brain where we interpret it as sound. Damage to your ears restricts the ability to interpret sound or in extreme cases even to hear some or all sounds, this has implications on your ability to function normally in society and your safety.

Your ears are not simply a funnel, with noise going in and you hearing it, your ears are a complex structure through which a sound wave moves. Waves are transmitted along the ear canal setting the tympanic membrane (ear drum) in motion, this motion is transmitted to the middle ear via the incus, malleus and stapes (hammer anvil and stirrup) which amplify the vibrations. This causes the fluid in the cochlea (inner ear) to move in response to the pressure wave. Deep within the cochlea are hair cells that sense that pressure wave, these set off nerve impulses which are carried to the brain via the cochlear nerve. This process is finely balanced and is susceptible to damage in numerous ways. Within the workplace one of the ways your hearing can be affected is excessive noise, this is called Noise Induced Hearing Loss, the exposure to which the employer has a duty to manage. How it should be managed is what I hope to clarify for you!

Work related damage occurs in the following forms...

**Acute / Temporary Threshold Shift**
Short periods of excessive noise producing varying degrees of inner ear damage that is initially reversible. Recovery time can be anything from minutes to days.

**Chronic/ Permanent Threshold Shift**
Permanent damage, known as noise induced hearing loss occurs when exposure to excessive noise continues over a long period of time, and it generally takes a long period to identify. This includes a condition that results in a permanent sound in the ear known as Tinnitus.

**What do the Regulations Say?**
The duty to manage noise is set out in the Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005, these introduce the concept of a noise dose - the amount of noise you can be exposed to within an eight hour period. Noise must be measured, and as we all know it is measured in decibels (dB) therefore, a noise dose is the amount of decibels you can be exposed to over that period. It is important to understand that every 3 dB is a doubling of audible sound meaning 84dB is only half the exposure that 87dB is.

The regulations allow for variations, so if noise exposure varies...
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over the day, you are allowed a weekly exposure to be considered, instead of a daily exposure. The regulations also establish three very clear points, called action levels, these are used in controlling noise exposure.

LEAV - Lower Exposure Action
Value of 80dB or peak sound pressure of 135dB - Action is required if this level is exceeded.

UEAV - Upper Exposure Action
Value of 85dB or peak sound pressure of 137dB - Employers have a duty not to expose employees to noise above this level, the employer must reduce exposure to as low as reasonably practicable by establishing or implementing a programme of organisational and technical procedures.

ELV - Exposure Limit Value of 87dB or peak sound pressure 140dB - Employers must ensure this limit is not exceeded and if it is, reduce the level immediately, investigate and modify measures to prevent recurrence.

If the noise an employee is exposed to exceeds the ELV, the employer must make a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, that risk assessment should include duration of exposure, and determine the procedures in place to reduce exposure to a level less than 80dB.

Right now I can hear greenkeepers reading this and thinking, how can this be done? We are often using equipment that is running at greater than 100dB, the answer is that CWR05 and other regulations allow for that situation.

How to manage noise

The relevant Regulations are:
- MHSWR1999 (4) The Principles of Prevention – If noise can be enclosed, vibration reduced or if people can be screened or dis- tanced from the noise source, it should be done and there is no need for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). This is difficult to do with turf maintenance machinery, however we could consider dB output in the purchasing process!
- One of the objectives of the principles of prevention is that all PPE is only selected as a last resort.

CWR2005 (4) Exposure Limit Values and Action Values - When exposure is unavoidable, we can supply PPE and consider the protection it offers at the ear in calculating a noise dose.

CWR2005 (7) Hearing Protection - Any equipment louder than 85dB should have a blue mandatory hearing protection sticker on it, designating it a hearing protection zone.

HASAWA1974 (8) General Duties of the employer - If hearing protection is supplied, it must not be impeded, i.e. by wearing music speakers on the inside. This is a duty placed on the employer!

PPE protection - The objective of hearing protection is to take the noise level at the ear to between 70dB and 85dB.

To protect below 70dB is considered overprotection, meaning the user would not be able to hear alarms, machinery failures or even a simple call of fare from a colleague, this gives the manager or safety consultant a margin of 15dB when selecting hearing protection.

F90 SERIES DIESEL OUT FRONT RIDE ON MOWERS

Powerful, out front mowers upgraded for maximum productivity, precision and efficiency.

- Choice of 3 models: 27.4HP - 37.3HP
- Powerful & economical Kubota diesel engines for high torque with low vibration, noise and emissions
- HST Transmission for quick response and increased productivity
- Hydrostatic, power steering
- Auto assist 4WD (4WD models only)
- Simple and quick maintenance
- Large operator deck, ease of use and ergonomically positioned levers for enhanced comfort and ease of use
- Optional grass collector and enclosure cab

For Earth, For Life

the only dedicated sprayer that ticks all the boxes!
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Find your local dealer or book a test drive today: www.kubota.co.uk

Call: 01844 268 000
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